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Deep neural networks and humans are two types of learning systems with substantial differences in learning pressures. As many theories of language evolution rely heavily on learning pressures (Kirby et al., 2015; Smith & Kirby, 2008), it is currently unknown whether the learning pressures of humans are sufficiently reflected in deep neural network models in order to allow for insights to carry over and to advance theory building (Dupoux, 2018; Baroni, 2022). In emergent communication simulations, a population of deep neural networks starts from scratch without prior language knowledge and no predefined vocabulary, and are made to develop a language to solve a communication game via reinforcement learning (Lazaridou & Baroni, 2020). While these simulations have great potential for advancing our understanding of the emergence of languages, we can only expect insights gained with deep neural networks to inform language evolution research if the resulting AI languages show similar properties as natural languages (Brandizzi, 2023; Galke et al., 2022). Thus, finding and/or facilitating commonalities (i.e., by introducing appropriate inductive biases) can contribute to our understanding of how languages have evolved.

Reviewing the literature (Galke & Raviv, 2024), we find that the field of emergent communication has successfully designed models to replicate properties of natural languages, even when some of these properties were initially absent in such models. For instance, the lack of a least-effort bias in communicating neural network agents (Chaabouni et al., 2019, 2019; Lian et al., 2023), which gives rise to Zipf’s law of abbreviation in natural languages (Kanwal et al., 2017; Zipf, 1949), can be addressed by inducing biases for lazy speakers and impatient listeners (Rita et al., 2020). When going to populations of communicating agents, another case is the absence of a group size effect (Chaabouni et al., 2022), i.e., that larger groups tend to develop more structured languages (Raviv et al., 2019), which can be (to some extent) addressed by introducing variation in learning rates (Rita et al., 2022) or by having agents alternate between sender and...
receiver roles while restricting parameter updates (Michel et al., 2023). Most importantly, we find that a pressure for learnability, e.g., by having agents continually re-learning the language over and over again – modeled by resetting their parameters (Li & Bowling, 2019; Zhou et al., 2022) – seems to be indispensable for compositional structure to emerge consistently. This pressure for learnability closely resembles the iterated learning paradigm of language evolution research (Smith et al., 2003; Kirby et al., 2014). The necessity of re-learning for structure to emerge is commonly attributed to a learnability advantage of more compositional protocols – or conversely, the ease-of-teaching of compositional protocols to new agents (Li & Bowling, 2019). Although it has been shown for humans (Raviv, de Heer Kloots, & Meyer, 2021), this supposed learnability advantage of compositional structure for learning has not been tested with deep neural networks in a purely supervised learning setting.

Here, we test deep neural networks on their ability to learn new mini-languages with varying degree of compositional structure (Galke, Ram, & Raviv, 2023), analyzing whether more structure leads to more systematic generalization behaviour. We consider long short-term memory models (LSTM) (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) trained from scratch as well as a large language model pre-trained on natural language (Brown et al., 2020; Ouyang et al., 2022). We ensure 1:1 comparability to humans by employing the same stimuli and procedure as in a previous study (Raviv et al., 2021). Our results show that – while all languages can be ultimately learned – more systematically structured languages, as quantified by topographic similarity (Brighton & Kirby, 2006), are learned better. Learning more structured languages also leads to more systematic generalizations to new, unseen items, and these generalizations are significantly more consistent and more human-like. Although differences in inductive biases between Transformers and LSTMs need to be taken into account (White & Cotterell, 2021), our findings lead to the clear prediction that children would also benefit from more systematic structure for learning – despite substantial differences in learning patterns compared to adults (Newport, 2020; Hudson Kam & Newport, 2005). This hypothesis is currently being tested (see preregistration: Lammertink et al. (2022)).

In summary, we have shown that deep neural networks display a learning and generalization advantage for more structured and compositional linguistic input – just as (adult) humans. This commonality between humans and machines, combined with other language properties facilitated by inductive biases in emergent communication, provides a rich testbed for using neural networks to simulate the very emergence of language in our species. In ongoing work, we seek to shed new light on why larger populations may tend to develop more structured languages. Notably, this group size effect has been shown to occur in humans even without iterated learning (Raviv et al., 2019), and we hypothesize that modeling cognitive constraints (e.g., memory) would bring us closer towards deep neural networks being useful models for studying human language evolution.
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